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Enhancing the Multiplexing Capabilities of Sensing
Networks using Spectrally Encoded Fiber Bragg
Grating Sensors
Andrés Triana, Daniel Pastor,Member, IEEE, and Margarita Varón,Member, IEEE
Abstract—We have proposed a technique to design spectrally
encoded FBG sensors allowing overlapping between two or more
sensors in the same spectral region. A theoretical description
of the design and the identification function for the proposed
sensors has been developed. Simulation of the encoded FBG
sensors was carried out to validate their overlap-proof behavior.
Finally, the proposed sensors were manufactured and validated
experimentally to show the compatibility between our encoding
technique and traditional WDM multiplexing. Furthermore, the
error of the proposed interrogation system was measured and
discussed.
Index Terms—Fiber Bragg grating (FBG), optical fiber sensor,
spectral encoding, demodulation, overlap.
I. I NTRODUCTION
OPTICAL fiber sensors have been intensively studied overthe past years due to their inherent characteristics such
as, lightweight, immunity to electromagnetic interferencs,
low losses, etc. FBGs are between the most accepted sensing
technologies due to their simple and linear behavior [1], [2
also, FBG sensors are naturally multiplexed in WDM since
each sensor works over a fixed spectral range. Other multi-
plexing schemes have been demonstrated, being the TDM [3]
and OFDR [4] techniques the most commonly used since they
are compatible with WDM schemes, however, they increase
considerably the complexity in the interrogation scheme.
As the sensing parameter of FBG sensors is the wavelength
shift, the total spectrum must be divided into the operational
range for each sensor in the sensing network (even considering
guard-bands in between) in order to avoid overlapping betwen
two adjacent sensors. This sets a limit to the number of
sensors available in the sensing network. In order to solve
the overlapping between FBG sensors, a variety of approaches
have been proposed, considering optimization techniques [5]
or intelligent algorithms [6], [7] for discriminating the central
wavelength corresponding to each sensor during an over-
lapping situation. Nevertheless, this approaches are usually
complex to implement in real time.
Other approaches have been carried out to involve concepts
of Optical Code Division Multiple-Access (OCDMA) in a
sensing system. In [8]–[11] for example, it is proposed to
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modulate the source signal illuminating the sensors network
with a code signal, then the detection of each sensor in the
network is performed by the auto-correlation in time domain
between the reflected signal and the modulating signal. We
have proposed the use of an encoding technique to define
the spectral shape of the sensors that allows the complete
identification of two adjacent FBG sensors in the spectrum
[12]. Our technique is based on optical CDMA communication
systems, where a codeword is assigned to each user in the
communication system to encrypt their information. So we us
the well-known Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOC) to define the
spectral shape of FBG sensors.
The main advantage of using spectral encoding to shape
FBG sensors is that each sensor is provided with a unique
signature so they can be unequivocally identified (this shape
can also be associated to a spatial location in the sensing
network). In this way, overlap between adjacent sensors is
allowed and consequently the number of sensors in the net-
work is increased. Also, when adding compound shapes to
FBG sensors their measurement will gain robustness against
interferences in the spectrum which improves the accuracy of
the system.
In this paper, the feasibility of spectrally encoded FBG
nsors is demonstrated, specially their compatibility with
WDM multiplexing. A theoretical description on the sensors
shape is provided along with the proper identification function
to demodulate the wavelength of each encoded FBG sensor.
Our analysis approach is completed with the experimental
manufacturing and characterization of the proposed sensors.
The encoded sensors were implemented by writing Super-
Imposed FBGs (SI-FBGs) according to a specific codeword
allowing to perform experimental validation of different over-
lapping scenarios.
II. PRINCIPLE OF SPECTRALLY ENCODEDFBG SENSORS
The limitation in the number of conventional FBG sensors
allocated in the total source spectrum is defined by the
operational range of each sensor, this is because conventional
FBG sensors are not meant to overlap. Aiming at solving the
overlapping limitation of FBG sensors, we have used optical
orthogonal codes (OOC) in order to shape FBGs’ spectral
response, as a result we obtain encoded FBG sensors that can
be identified even under overlapping conditions.
With the encoding of FBG sensors it is possible to identify










































Figure 1. A set of two encoded FBG sensors are represented, according to the
orthogonal codes:S1 = [11001000] in a) andS2 = [10100001] in b), the
right plot to each sensor represents their auto- and cross-correlation function.
spectrum, i.e. more than one sensor is allowed to operate in
the same spectral region, multiplying the number of sensors
allocated in the same spectrum.
A. Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOC)
OOCs have been widely used in Optical Code Division Mul-
tiple Access (OCDMA) communications systems to encode
temporarily the information from multiple users. In this work
OOCs are used to define spectrally the shape of FBG sensors
in such a way that each encoded FBG sensor is completely
recognizable, using the proper decoder, from its neighboring
sensors within the system. However, unlike communication
systems where long orthogonal codes are required for a large
number of users, we are interested in short orthogonal codes
occupying a spectral portion as small as possible.
For a set of codes to be considered orthogonal, the following
condition must be satisfied: each code must be completely
distinguishable from shifted versions of itself and from every
other code in the set. This means that the cross-correlation
product, for any code with itself, must have a high auto-
correlation peak (ACP) at the initial position and low side
lobes at the remaining positions, and, the cross-correlation
(XC) product (between two different codes) will be con-
strained to a low value for all the positions.
Taking into account the above considerations we selected
sets of 2 and 3 OOCs through the combinatorial method
described in [13], this selection was performed in order to
maintain short the number of bits (also called ’chips’) in the
code, the higher the number of orthogonal codes in a set, the
longer the codeword. The encoded FBG sensors corresponding
to a set of 2 orthogonal codes are depicted in Fig. 1, in this
case, the orthogonal codewords are composed of 8 chips, three
of them are nonzero chips (i.e., ’1’). These codewords define
the spectral configuration of the proposed sensors, meaning
that sensor 1 in Fig. 1 a), with codeS1 = [11001000], features
8 equally spaced spectral slots with reflection sub-bands
assigned to each nonzero chip in the codeword. The same
holds for the second sensor,S2 = [10100001], represented
in Fig. 1 b). The plot to the right of Fig. 1 a), b) represents
the cross-correlation product between the two codewords, it is
shown the ACP in the central position (where equal codewords
match) and a low XC value along the spectrum for different





























































Figure 2. A set of three encoded FBG sensors is represented, according to the
orthogonal codes:S1 = [110000100000] in a), S2 = [101000000100] in
b) andS3 = [100100000001] in c). The right plot to each sensor represents
their auto- and cross-correlation function.
codewords. The ACP/XC ratio is constrained to one third of
the total power.
In Fig. 2 it is depicted a set of 3 orthogonal sensors, in this
case the codewords feature 3 reflection sub-bands allocatedin
12 spectral slots. The codewords areS1 = [110000100000]
in Fig. 2 a),S2 = [101000000100] in Fig. 2 b) andS3 =
[100100000001] in Fig. 2 c). Each plot to the right in Fig. 2
represents the cross-correlation product for the codewords in
this set, again, The ACP/XC ratio is constrained to one third
of the total power.
The number of orthogonal sensors in a set has a direct
relationship with their spectral length, however, there ar
other parameters affecting the spectral shape of the sensor,
such as the reflectivity,FWHM of the reflection sub-bands
and spacing between sub-bands. Considering this, we can













Where, for a number of sensorsK, with N sub-bands. The
bit-codecj(i) represents each reflection sub-band on a sensor,
g(λ) is the spectral shape of the sensors, with reflectivity
R′ and Bragg wavelengthλBj , δλ is the spectral separation
between sub-bands. Increment on theN sub-bands goes from
−N/2+ 1 to N/2 allowing the codewords to be even or odd.
To demodulate the encoded FBG sensors it is computed the
correlation product between the theoretical spectral respon e
of the sensor and the total reflection spectrum recorded with
an OSA (similar to the approach presented in [14], but in our
case the spectral shape of the sensors have been previously
encoded), obtaining the ACP indicating the central position
λBj+∆λBj of the corresponding sensor in the spectrum, and a
constrained XC value for the remaining spectral positions.This
emodulation can be expressed as the Identification Function





Spatial Resolution Res 1 pm
Reflectivity R 0.5
Sub-bands’ width FWHM 0.04 nm
Slot spacing δλ 0.1 nm
Number of Sensors NoS 3
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The identification functionIF (λ) is computed over the
entire measured spectrum for each one of theK encoded
sensors. This is a simple scalar product which does not add
complexity to the interrogation process.
B. Simulation of encoded FBG Sensors
As mentioned in II-A, the OOC is not the only determining
factor of the spectral shape in encoded FBG sensors. In
fact, parameters such as the sub-bands width, reflectivity and
spacing between chips could impact both, the detection process
and the manufacturing feasibility of the devices. In order to
evaluate theoretically the performance of the encoded FBG
sensors under overlapping conditions several simulationswere
performed. It is possible not only to prove the autocorrelation
identification function, from equation (2), under overlapping
scenarios, but also to determine the relevance of each design
parameter in the wavelength detection. In Fig. 3 it is depictd
the corresponding reflection spectrum for the set of 3 orthog-
onal sensors presented in Fig. 2. In the simulation, performed
with the parameters listed in Table I, the three sensors follow
linear paths that overlap over the same spectral region. Fig. 3 a)
shows the total reflection spectrum and in Fig. 3 b) there
are depicted the computedIF (λ) for each sensor, the ACP
obtained corresponds to the central position of each encoded
FBG sensor.
Fig. 4 depicts the path followed by each sensor in an over-
lapping sensing scenario. Detection of the central wavelength
is performed for each sensor; Fig. 4 a), b) and c) represents
the resulting ACP from theIF (λ) of sensorsS1, S2 and
S3 respectively. The insets show a zoom of the maximum
error in the detection, which is of±7 pm. This detection error
is caused by the XC values corresponding to the remaining
sensors in the evaluated spectrum that are occasionally added
to the expected ACP from the matching sensor.
These results confirm theoretically the overlap-proof behav-
ior of the encoded sensors, furthermore, it was studied the
effect of the shape parameters for the proposed sensors such
as the sub-bands’ width and the reflectivity. It was found a


























































Figure 3. In a), the total reflected spectrum is simulated forthe set of three
orthogonal sensors. In b), their correlation product is computed in order to
obtain the ACP corresponding to the central wavelength for each sensor.



























































Figure 4. Trajectories followed by the three orthogonal sensors during the
simulation. In a) it is plotted the trajectory for the sensorS1, in b) for the
sensorS2 and c) shows the trajectory followed for the sensorS3 during an
overlapping scenario. The insets show the obtained error inthe wavelength
tracking.
direct relationship between the detection error and the width
of the reflection sub-bands. Broader reflection sub-bands will
result in a broader cross-correlation product, causing larer
interference between the ACP and the XC. Regarding the
reflectivity values for the encoded FBG sensors, the only
limitation comes when working in serial configuration, where
low-reflectivity regime is necessary to avoid adding error to
the detection due to shadowing effect between sensors working
at the same wavelength.
From these results, the desired features for encoded FBG
sensors are: low reflectivity, in order to allow serial config-
uration of the sensors in a sensing network; narrow spectral
width of the sub-bands to minimize the detection error caused
by ACP/XC interferences, and finally, short values for the sub-
bands’ spacingδλ with the purpose of reducing the spectral
length of the sensors.
III. I MPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
After the validation under overlapping scenarios through
simulation as presented in section II-B, the encoded FBG
sensors were manufactured by writing multiple gratings at
the same spatial location of the optical fiber (Super Imposed
FBGs, SI-FBGs [15]). Thus, resulting devices feature multiple
reflection bands at the different wavelengths determined bythe
OOC. In order to perform a experimental validation, the set
of 2 orthogonal encoded sensors (Fig. 1) was manufactured.
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Figure 5. Serial-schematic setup used to measure the reflection spectrum of
the encoded FBG sensors.
These devices were first synthetized using the Discrete Layer
Peeling method (DLP) [16], obtaining a complex index profile
which is executed in a point by point writing procedure by
an UV laser beam reaching the photosensitive optical fiber
through a Phase Mask (PM). In this way, each sensor is
constrained to a spatial region in the fiber, determined by the
length of the codeword, the FWHM and the distance between
sub-bands.
Manufactured encoded FBG sensors are 42 mm long, with
wavelengthsS1 = 1546.5 nm andS2 = 1547.3 nm at room
temperature. The reflectivity was set to30%, FWHM =
40 pm for each sub-band and the distance between chips
δλ = 0.1 nm
A. Experimental Setup
Experimental validation of the manufactured sensors is
carried out according to the schemes presented in Figs. 5, 6,
in general, a broadband source illuminates the sensing array,
where each FBG device is stabilized in temperature. The
total reflection spectrum is recovered through a circulatornd
recorded by an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) with10 pm
resolution. Each readout is transferred to a computer in order
to run the correlation identification algorithm obtaining the
central position for each sensor in the network.
In the serial configuration (Fig. 5), besides low reflectivity
values to avoid shadowing effect between sensors at the same
wavelength, similar values of sensors’ reflectivity must be
guaranteed i.e., losses or low reflectivity values for one of
the sensors will reduce its ACP/XC ratio adding error to
the detection process. A simple experiment of wavelength
detection for a set of two orthogonal encoded FBG sensors in
serial configuration is presented in Fig. 6, where one sensoris
at a fixed spectral position while the second one is stretched
and swept over the spectrum.
The same experiment is performed for parallel configuration
of the sensors in the sensing array (Fig. 7). In this case it was
used a passive 50:50 splitter, therefore the reflectivity ofthe
sensors can be maximized in order to improve the signal to
noise ratio (SNR). Results of the experiment are shown in
Fig. 8 which prove the distinction capabilities of the system
in an overlapping scenario.
These experiments prove the sensors’ orthogonality and
the distinction capability of the system. In this situation, the
number of sensors in an optical sensing network is increased
because every pair of sensors allows wavelength detection over
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Figure 6. Measured wavelength for two sensors under overlapping conditions
in serial configuration. a) shows the swept of sensorS1 over the sensorS2
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Figure 7. Parallel-schematic setup used to measure the reflection spectrum
























































Figure 8. Measured wavelength for two sensors under overlapping conditions
in parallel configuration. a) shows the swept of sensorS1 over the sensorS2
and b) shows the analog scenario. Complete identification ofthe sensors’
wavelength is achieved.
the orthogonal properties of the proposed sensors (a codewor
is distinguishable from other codewords in the same set and
from shifted versions of itself), it is possible to deploy more
than once an encoded FBG sensor in the same operational
range. For example, in Fig. 9 it is shown the total reflection
spectrum from 3 encoded sensors, (two sensorsS1 and one
sensorS2), and its resultant correlation product, where the
obtained ACP points out the central wavelength of each sensor
while their reflection spectra are merged. In Fig. 10 it is plotted
the trajectory of each sensor and their overlapping regions,
operational range of sensorS2 gets overlapped at both sides by
the operational range of aS1 sensor, this is possible because
sensors with the same code can overlap partially and still the
detection procedure do not lose their reference.
This demonstrates the flexibility of the encoded FBG sen-
sors and the compatibility between CDM and WDM, another
5



















































Figure 9. Experimental measurement of the reflection spectrum f om three
encoded FBG sensors. In a), a readout of the total reflected spctrum
under overlapping conditions is measured. In b), their correlation product is
computed in order to obtain the ACP corresponding to the central wavelength
for each sensor.
Figure 10. Measured wavelength of an overlapping scenario between three
encoded sensors constructed with the orthogonal codesS1 = [11001000] and
S2 = [10100001], full overlapping is demonstrated between different sensors
while partial overlapping is allowed for sensors with the same encoding.
experiment was performed to validate the detection of 4
sensors sharing the spectrum by pairs. Fig. 11 illustrates th
reflection spectrum for the 4 sensors, which were arranged
in two branches combining the serial and parallel structures,
and the corresponding correlation product from the readout.
Fig. 12 shows the trajectories followed for the sensors.
Although the maximum multiplexing capability of a CDM-
WDM system depends on the number of OOCs used and their
particular spectral slot number (N), from Fig. 12 it is possible
to see that if in a typical WDM network each sensor requires
an operational range of±2 nm. An equivalent CDM-WDM
system, with 2 OOCs, will allow two sensors to operate inside
the same spectral region, hence, the number of sensors can be
doubled using the proposed encoding technique with very little
effect in the wavelength detection accuracy of the system as
detailed in section III-B.
B. Experimental Error Discrimination
The use of encoded FBG sensors allows the identification
of two or more sensors under overlapping conditions, which


















































Figure 11. Experimental measurement of the reflection spectrum from
four encoded FBG sensors. In a), a readout of the total reflectd spectrum
under overlapping conditions is measured. In b), their correlation product is
computed in order to obtain the ACP corresponding to the central wavelength
for each sensor. Maximum values of the ACP depends on the reflectivity of
each sensor.























Figure 12. Measured wavelength of an overlapping scenario between four
encoded sensors constructed with two orthogonal codes:S1 = [11001000]
andS2 = [10100001], full overlapping between encoded FBG sensors and
WDM - CDM compatibility are demonstrated.
could increase the number of sensors in a network, but this
improvement in the system comes at a cost. There is an
additional source of error added to the system due to the
effect of other signals in the spectrum influencing the cross-
correlation detection function. As mentioned in section II-B
this error is caused by XC values (corresponding to other
signals in the spectrum) added to the ACP value obtained for
the proper interrogated sensor.
In order to discriminate this error an experiment with two
sensors under overlapping conditions has been performed.
The main idea is to compare the wavelength measurements
obtained from the overlapping scenario against the ones ob-
tained from individual measurement of the sensors. It is also
necessary to isolate the human error from the measurements
i.e. the comparison must be carried out between measurements
performed at the same spectral position.
Considering the reasons mentioned above, an overlapping
scenario have been recreated between two sensors in parallel
6























































































Figure 13. Comparison between the wavelength measurement obtained from
the overlapping scenario and the one obtained individuallyduring the same
experiment is presented in a) and b) respectively. In c), it is plotted the
difference between the two set of measurements.
configuration. In this way, it is possible to switch off one of
the sensors thus, reading the reflection spectrum from: sensor
S1, sensorS2 and, sensorsS1 andS2 simultaneously in the
network.
The experiment has been carried out with sensorS1 being
swept overS2 and vice-versa. In this way it is possible to
obtain the total difference between the individual and the
overlapping scenario. The total error in the detection system






Where σEXC and σEsyst are the standard deviation for
both, the error due to the cross-correlation, and the systematic
error caused by all the components in the system. In Fig. 13
it is depicted the detected wavelength for sensorsS1 and
S2 when sensorS1 is swept through the spectral position
of sensorS2. Fig. 13 a) shows the measurement performed
when the two sensors are connected simultaneously to the
system. Fig. 13 b) shows the individual measurement through
the same experiment. Finally, Fig. 13 c) represents the point by
point difference between the two cases obtaining a maximum
punctual error of±7 pm. However, the goal is to separate
the error caused by the cross-correlation based detection
procedure. To do so, we compared the detected wavelength
for the stationary sensorS2 with and without the presence of
sensorS1 in the spectrum. This is shown in Fig. 14, indeed,
Fig. 14 a) delimits clearly the overlapping region between
the two sensors (central region) while the external regions
denote no overlapping between them. The standard deviation
due to the cross-correlation isσXC = 3.8046. In Fig. 14 b) it
is depicted the measured wavelength individually during the
same experiment, in this case the standard deviation due to th
systematic error isσsys = 1.3937. From this, it is computed









3.8042 − 1.3932 = 3.54 pm
(4)
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, optical orthogonal codes have been used to
























































Figure 14. Zoomed wavelength measurement for the fixed sensor in the com-
parison between an overlapped system (a), and the individual me surement
(b). In a), it is possible to discriminate the XC- from the systematic error when
the two sensors start to merge into each other. b) shows only the systematic
error for an individual measurement.
obtainn encoded FBG sensors that can be identified even in
overlapping scenarios. Due to our design methodology, there
is a trade-off relationship between the number of OOC in
a set and the spectral length of the FBG devices (the more
OOC in the set, the larger the spectral bandwidth of the
devices). Nevertheless, with the minimum number of OOC,
i.e. 2, it is possible to double the capacity of the sensing
system since two encoded FBG sensors can be allocated in
the same spectral region while their central wavelengths are
computed and totally distinguishable from each other even
under overlapping conditions.
We described theoretically the reflection spectrum for a set
of encoded FBG sensors based on their design parameters and
the identification function which is based on the correlation
product between the codewords. The identification function
was implemented and simulation of wavelength detection in
overlapping scenarios was performed, error in the detection
procedure was found to happen due to the interference between
sub-bands when two sensors are overlapping.
A set of 2 encoded sensors was manufactured as SI-FBGs,
ensuring that the sub-bands belonging to a sensor are affected
in the same way by the environmental changes surrounding
the optical fiber. The manufacturing method was performed
in a point by point writing exposure of the fiber’s core
to an UV laser through a phase mask. It was obtained a
very good agreement between designed and manufactured
devices. Experimental validation of the proposed sensors under
overlapping scenarios was carried out using serial and parallel
configuration. Devices connected in serial configuration should
have low reflectivity, (< 60%), due to shadowing effect
between sensors working at the same wavelength while the
only consideration when working in parallel configuration is
related to the losses of the passive splitter used to connect
the sensors. It was experimentally verified the wavelength
discrimination in both cases and additional experiments were
performed to demonstrate the compatibility between CDM
and WDM multiplexing techniques. The encoded FBG sensors
proved to be totally recognizable not only from other sensors
but also with shifted versions of itself.
We have shown the existence of an error in the wavelength
detection in the system due to the interference between XC
and ACP signals from the same spectrum. To address this,
experimental measurements were performed in order to com-
pare the detected wavelength values in an overlapping scenario
7
against individual measurements performed during the same
experiment. A total error in the system was found to have a
standard deviation of3.804 pm, being the component due to
the cross-correlation between the sensors of3.54 pm. This
is a low value for the total error in the system meaning
±3µǫ for strain measurement and±0.3◦C for temperature
measurements.
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